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An inspiring and approachable tip-filled guide to changing your habits, living more sustainably,
and taking action, by Greenpeace ambassador Bonnie Wright (Ginny Weasley in the Harry
Potter movies)Go Gently is a guide for sustainability at home that offers simple, tangible steps
toward reducing our environmental impact by looking at what we consume and the waste we
create, as well as how to take action for environmental change. The title reflects Bonnie Wright’s
belief that the best way to change our planet and ourselves is through a gentle approach, rather
than a judgmental one. This is a book of do’s rather than don’ts. It’s also an invitation to Wright’s
followers to join her on this journey to sustainability.Going through every room in her home,
Wright helps us assess which products are sustainable, and alternatives for those that are not.
She shares recipes to avoid waste, homemade self-care products to avoid packaging, small
space-friendly gardening ideas, and a template for creating your own compost system. Finally, to
sustain yourself, there are exercises and meditation prompts to keep you energized, plus info on
how to get involved in community and organizations.
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IntroductionMy journey into the climate movement has taught me and continues to teach me so
much, not only about climate science and nature’s systems but also what it means to be human.
What responsibility we hold as a keystone species, a species that has a disproportionate effect
on other species within the ecosystem. We are coming out of an age where the dominant
narrative has been that we are separate from nature and must journey to it, as though nature is
something outside of ourselves. Yet nothing and no one exist in isolation. So, we have a
responsibility to each other and the future of every species on this incredible rock called Earth.
We cannot afford to be complacent.My fascination with and love for the ocean is what first pulled
me into the climate movement. When I saw the ocean, which felt like part of me, polluted with
single-use plastics, I was determined to understand why this was happening and what I could
do. Through working with Greenpeace, Rainforest Alliance, and Waste Watch, the local
grassroots group I cofounded, I have had the privilege of meeting people with intersectional
approaches and Indigenous knowledge, and those on the front lines of research, all working to
tackle the climate crisis. I interviewed some of these people to share their direct experiences in
this book. In addition to engaging with these global relationships and communities, I have also
been implementing changes at home in order to deepen my relationship with the climate
movement and to better understand the effects of my actions. It is these small, quiet actions in



the intimacy of my home that have allowed me to slow down and listen, to deprogram social
norms of being busy, consuming, productivity, growth, and instead focus on building
relationships with the things, people, and parts of nature I want to protect, love, and seek joy in.I
think a lot of us have preconceived notions about what a climate activist should look or act like—
that they should know all the statistics, make grand speeches, commit every moment of their life
to the cause. But what the climate really needs is for each of us to show up just as we are. In
fact, it was the moments in my journey when I became frustrated and disappointed in myself for
not achieving change in this programmed perfect way that underlined for me the importance of
writing this book. There is no perfect way to show up for the planet, each other, and yourself.
Perfectionism—essentially ego—distracts us from the urgency with which we need to be
addressing the climate crisis. I wrote this book to celebrate imperfect, in-process action.The
more people I have met in the movement, the wider the range of approaches I have seen.
People bring their own skill sets, interests, and creativity to their application of change. My first
approach was a love for the ocean and a fascination with waste and our relationship to
consumption. Yet someone else’s approach could be a love for the potential of urban
environments and cooking, which might manifest as being part of a rooftop community garden.
The opportunity to take action within the climate crisis is limitlessness. We don’t have to choose
one thing, and we don’t have to land on it right away. It is a continual inquiry.I was drawn to the
medium of a book as a means to collect and share my thoughts in a tangible way. The physical
object itself—a book you can feel in your hands—is a reminder that we can hold and see
change. The inspiration behind go gently was to show that we can adopt both hard and soft
mind-sets, we can go forth with action but still foster a loving, gentle relationship to the planet,
each other, and ourselves. I am so excited to be building a community between the pages of this
book as we collectively grow through the actions we take.

Go LearnA Big-Picture Look at the Climate Movement

Before we dive into at-home practices that support a healthy planet for all creatures, it is
essential that we take a look at the systems that govern our planet. This includes those designed
by humans and those that preexist within Earth’s blueprint. We will explore how these systems
interact, which of them are broken, which are thriving, and which we need to support so that we
can mitigate climate breakdown. The ice caps are not going to melt—they already are. Sea
levels are not going to rise—they already are. This is why we need to take a crisis approach to
the climate. Fossil fuel companies are not going to put the planet before profit—we as
compassionate earthlings need to do that. The time to join this movement and educate
ourselves on how to best take action is now.Many systems built long ago, like slavery and
colonialism, have entrenched effects on people and the planet. However, just as those systems
were once imagined by someone, we have the same opportunity to radically imagine new
systems or remember ones that have been forgotten, systems that center people and the planet



equally. The climate crisis is a big issue, but we can approach it with both global and local
solutions. Lessons about the environment can often be disheartening, yet the more I have
directed my gaze to the positive systems that exist on this planet—both natural and human-
designed—the more inspired I become by our potential. As climate justice writer Mary Annaïse
Heglar so beautifully puts it, “The thing about climate is that you can be overwhelmed by the
complexity of the problem or fall in love with the creativity of solutions.”My curiosity and
inspiration to change my behavior at home was instigated by my developing knowledge of the
climate crisis. Being exposed to these stories and statistics called me to ask, What can I do
about it? What part can I play? We are each personally drawn to and affected by elements that
we can work to defend on a micro and macro scale. My best advice is, don’t choose to focus on
one element just because you think you should or because your friend is. Find something that
personally speaks to you and sparks your curiosity and joy. We are much more likely to commit
to an issue long term if we feel connected to and inspired by it. It might not be the first topic you
pick, but that will lead you to the next, until you find the right fit.CLIMATE CRISIS 101: KEY
TOPICS AND TERMINOLOGYLet’s take a deeper dive into the basics of climate change. We
can hear lots of technical terms but never really know what they mean in relation to us and our
actions. When I was a kid, “global warming” was the most popular term to describe our changing
climate. Warming temperatures are the result of the greenhouse gas effect.WHAT IS THE
GREENHOUSE GAS EFFECT?This is when greenhouse gases, including carbon dioxide,
methane, and nitrous oxide, rise up into Earth’s atmosphere, where they trap heat, similar to the
glass roof of a greenhouse. This trapped heat is unable to escape into space, so it remains in
the atmosphere, and the surplus heat disrupts the equilibrium of Earth’s environment. We
humans have been emitting these gases at an ever-increasing rate by burning fossil fuels,
burying and incinerating our trash, and engaging in degenerative agricultural and industrial
systems. The more these gases are released, the more they get trapped in Earth’s atmosphere,
and the more they heat up both our land and our oceans.Greenhouse gases rise into the
atmosphere and trap heat from the sun. The atmosphere, depicted as a chain, locks in this heat,
making it unable to escape.The greenhouse gas effect is resulting in . . .Increased temperatures,
making it harder to live and work. This will lead to more energy usage to cool our homes.Higher
water temperatures and polar ice melting, both of which are driving rising sea levels, which will
submerge land masses and contaminate our soil and aquifers with salt.Bad air quality, which
affects human health.More frequent extreme weather events.A significant decrease in the
amount of land habitable by humans. The World Economic Forum predicts that by 2070, this
could affect 30 percent of the population, which would lead to mass migration as people seek
asylum in cooler countries.A greater need for water to manage the changing temperatures,
including drinking water and water for agriculture.As we know, there is no “Planet B,” so to keep
Planet A—Earth—habitable, we need to radically decrease our use of and dependence on fossil
fuels, looking instead to renewable energy sources and practices that do not emit greenhouse
gases. The good news is, there are so many positive solutions out there that we can get behind.



But until humanity collectively puts pressure on world leaders to take action they will not put the
planet before profit.The old versus the new. The destructive, pollution-creating fossil fuel industry
juxtaposed against the clean and thriving renewable energy industry.FOSSIL FUEL
EXTRACTION, AND WHY IT MUST END!Imagine the world is an overflowing bathtub, the water
being fossil fuel products like plastics, gasoline, and coal. As we rush to bail out the bathtub with
our buckets to manage the mess, we can’t forget to also turn the tap off, the tap being the
extraction of more fossil fuels. It may sound radical, but our work to mitigate the climate crisis will
never catch up if we keep extracting more fossil fuels. We must turn the tap off!So what are fossil
fuels? Natural gas, coal, and oil are made from decomposed plants and animals that have been
underground for millions of years. We have been extracting these substances since the 1800s
by drilling into our earth to remove liquid or gaseous fossil fuels like oil and natural gas and
mining to extract solid fossil fuels like coal. These materials are then burned in fossil fuel power
plants, which generate steam to drive turbines, which in turn generate electricity. Gas and oil are
used to fuel vehicle engines. Plastics are also made from petrochemicals, which are the
chemical products obtained from fossil fuels.This burning of fossil fuels—as they are processed
and used as energy sources—creates an astronomical amount of destructive greenhouse
gases, which are absorbed by our oceans and atmosphere, warm up our planet, and continue to
make the climate less hospitable to humans and many other species. As you can see, it is time
to say bye-bye to fossil fuels and welcome our new BFF, renewable energy!ACTIONABLE
STEPSCall your representatives and advocate for green industries and jobs. Vote and petition
against any new fossil fuel extraction development.Use public transportation, cycle, walk,
carpool, and minimize driving.See if your bank invests in fossil fuels. If so, think about switching
to a bank or organization that transparently states that they do not invest in fossil fuel companies.
I recently did this, and it was an easier process than I thought.Limit your use of single-use plastic
as much as possible.RENEWABLE ENERGY, TODAY’S AND TOMORROW’S BFFTo save
yourself from spiraling into thoughts of doomsday, let’s take a moment to appreciate and
celebrate renewable energy systems and how they can help save our future on this planet. While
humans have had their fair share of bad press, one positive news story is our ingenuity in
designing renewable energy systems that harness energy from nature’s greatest gifts: wind, sun,
and water. Fossil fuels come from resources that are extracted, used up, and will eventually run
out, but energy from the wind, sun, and water are considered “renewable” because the resource
is not depleted when it is used. These renewable energy systems sound pretty amazing, but
their implementation needs to be carried out in a just, accessible, and anticolonial way in order
to address the climate crisis for all living creatures. Let’s look at the key types of renewable
energy:Solar Energy—Solar panels capture radiant energy from sunlight and convert it into heat,
electricity, or hot water. Over the long term, solar can greatly reduce energy costs for the
consumer. Many governments incentivize investment in solar energy by providing rebates and
tax credits.Wind Energy—Wind turbines, which look like giant fans, can be installed on land or at
sea. Wind turns the blades of the turbine around a rotor, which spins a generator and creates



electricity. Wind energy is an efficient use of land, has low operating costs, and creates
jobs.Wave Energy—Devices like buoys and float systems are anchored out at sea. As waves
and the movement of water move these devices up and down, the machinery transforms kinetic
energy into electricity. The potential of wave energy has not yet been fully explored because it’s
more complicated than wind energy or solar energy; the machinery is expensive to install and
maintain, and there are potential threats to marine life.Hydropower—I feel it’s important to
mention hydropower, as it is the most commonly used renewable energy but not the best—it’s
the BFF we need to unfriend. Hydropower systems—including the thirty-eight thousand dams
around the world—can require more energy to run than they are able to produce, and some rely
on fossil fuels to pump water. They also significantly disrupt water ecosystems and waterways,
which negatively affects the animals that live in those waterways.ACTIONABLE STEPSLook for
and support companies that run on renewable energies.If you own a business, or work at a
business where you can influence the people in charge, think about shifting to renewable energy
sources.Investigate installing solar panels for your home if that is an option for you.Consider
joining a community solar program. These programs allow renters or homeowners who can’t
install their own solar panels to connect their electricity account with nearby solar farms and
receive credit on their utility bill. Availability varies depending on your city and utility provider. I
recently linked my account with a company like this.DR. DAVID SANTILLOSenior scientist with
the Greenpeace Research Laboratories, based at the University of Exeter in the UKWhat is the
correlation between human activity and climate change?Over the last decade, it’s become
almost impossible for anyone to deny that there is this thing called climate change and that
humans play an overwhelming part in it. All of the scientific data out there point to the same
facts: that climate change is real, that we can measure the changes physically in the
environment, that we can see ice melting, see climates and weather patterns changing, and we
know that that is driven mainly by carbon dioxide, and that a lot of that increase in carbon dioxide
is coming directly from human activities. I think now anyone who chooses to deny that climate
change is an issue, and that it’s an issue for us now, is really choosing to ignore all of the
evidence that’s out there. If there’s any doubt, then it’s a willful decision not to accept it.What is
one piece of actionable advice you would give?We’ve got to get into a position where we’re not
just thinking, “I’ll do my bit, and I hope everyone else does the same.” Yes, we can, but the
people who can make the biggest difference of all are governments and big corporations. We
need to also act by taking the arguments and the messages back to them and saying, “You need
to do more; you need to set things up so that we can make the right choices.” Put pressure on
your elected officials, put pressure on the retailers that you buy from. People can make
themselves heard and make themselves difficult and not feel bad about doing that, because
that’s the only way, in the end, that change is really driven through at some of these levels.What
instills hope in you?The fact that we’ve got all of this science together with all the work that the
IPCC [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change] and others are doing, the fact that we’ve got
young people who are engaged, we’ve got schools that are interested in teaching this as part of



the curriculum. We’ve got so many more scientists now coming through university who are
working in this field, whether that’s ocean science or climate modeling or pollution monitoring.
There is just a much, much greater groundswell of understanding of the fact that everything we
do has an impact.WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE, BUT NOT A DROP TO DRINKI remember
reading a headline years ago that was something like “When Water Will Be More Expensive
Than Oil.” The article completely changed my perspective on water. I was aware that our day-to-
day lives depended on water, but I underestimated just how much we have been taking from a
resource we viewed as limitless and not seeing how our treatment of water would make it a
scarce commodity. As I delved deeper, I discovered how inextricably linked water scarcity and
the climate crisis are.Climate-related events can affect water supply as follows:Natural disasters
like typhoons and tsunamis can destroy water systems and contaminate the water supply.Rising
sea levels can compromise freshwater supplies by making them salty.Extreme weather events
can affect water cycle patterns and make them less predictable. This limits people’s access to
water, making many people vulnerable.Soil erosion and the inability of land to retain water and
grow plants (also known as "desertification") force people to migrate from affected areas.
According to the European Commission’s World Atlas of Desertification, more than 75 percent of
Earth’s land area is already degraded and more than 90 percent could become degraded by
2050.Aquifers are threatened. The International Groundwater Resources Assessment Centre
explains that the “increased variability in precipitation and more extreme weather events caused
by climate change can lead to longer periods of droughts and floods, which directly affects
availability and dependency on groundwater.”Rising temperatures cause more water to
evaporate from the land and oceans, which over time builds a higher level of atmospheric water
vapor and leads to more intense rainfall in the future. Some of this rainwater can be polluted with
chemicals from agricultural pesticides.Oil drilling, fracking, and fossil fuel pipelines break up
wildlife habitats and contaminate water supplies.Some of the human actions that create these
changes include:Greenhouse gas emissionsDeforestationAgricultureUrbanizationPopulation
growthPipeline constructionIf we continue at the rate we are extracting and burning fossil fuels,
engaging in degenerative farming practices, and treating our beautiful planet as a limitless
resource, we will all become water vulnerable. The only water we will have left will be salinized,
contaminated, or extremely expensive. This will exacerbate the water apartheid (disadvantaged
access to water) that already exists in America and around the globe.ACTIONABLE
STEPSRespect and conserve water.Trace the source of your food and try to eliminate links to
agriculture that degenerates landscapes and/or uses chemical pesticides.Protest against
pipelines and any new oil-drilling sites.Support those who have experienced natural disasters or
water apartheid through donations or amplification of their communities and the connection to
the climate crisis.If you are able, collect rainwater and use it for watering your plants or for
washing things.Use nontoxic detergents and cleaning products, as the ingredients can make
their way into the ocean and pollute the water.If you need to dispose of a product that is deemed
hazardous, such as paint or drain cleaner, check to see if your area has a Household Hazardous



Waste special collection day or drop-off.Research whether your city’s drinking water
infrastructure is equally available to everyone in the community.JOANNA SUSTENTOClimate
justice activistWhat does “climate justice” mean to you, and how has your own experience as a
survivor of Typhoon Haiyan and losing your family informed the advocacy work you do?Before
Typhoon Haiyan, I didn’t really care much about what was happening in the environment. I was
aware of the problems, but I didn’t have a deeper understanding of how the system is broken.
After the disaster, I realized that climate change is a human rights issue. I really believe that what
our community can put forth in the climate justice conversation is the human face of the climate
crisis. When we talk about the climate crisis, it’s very focused on climate science. Not a lot of
people can relate to that, but when you talk about losing families, losing livelihood, when you talk
about years of hard work disappearing in the span of two hours, a lot of people can take that to
heart and can really empathize with that.What is one piece of actionable advice you would give?
It’s important that at an early age young people realize what they can contribute to their
community. They should always speak up and create that safe and brave space for their fellow
youth so that they can be heard. You don’t need to be a celebrity. You don’t need to be a
politician. You don’t need to be someone influential or rich to be able to create that impact in your
community.What instills hope in you?Whenever I’m having a bad day or am grieving from what
I’ve been through, I remind myself that the universe led me here. I keep reminding myself of my
why, and my why is I just couldn’t stop pursuing this advocacy because I’ve already experienced
the worst. I know how it feels to lose everything, and I don’t want other people to go through what
I’ve gone through. I promised myself that at the end of this second life I was given, I would make
sure my community wins.AIR QUALITY: JUST BECAUSE THE SKY IS BLUE DOESN’T MEAN
IT’S CLEANWhen I have shared on social media information about policies like AB-345 in
California (which disallows any fracking site from being built or existing within 2,500 feet of
houses, schools, or parks), I have received many responses from people who grew up by such
sites and are now suffering from health issues. Often the most polluted areas of a town or city
are those where low-income and marginalized communities live. High levels of pollution can be
due to proximity to freeways, fracking sites, and industrial manufacturing facilities.Even though
the health studies are there, fossil fuel companies are still knowingly placing facilities like these
near marginalized local communities and will continue to profit at their expense.ACTIONABLE
STEPSCall your representatives to voice your concern for air quality and ask what air pollution
policies they support.Understand your town and city and how air quality is possibly worse in
some areas than others. Notice what that reflects about the area’s demographics or what
facilities operate in that area.Limit vehicle use where possible and take public transportation,
cycle, or walk instead.Advocate for the end of fossil fuel extraction and other polluting
industries.KEVIN J. PATELFounder and executive director of OneUpAction and climate
advocateCan you tell us a bit about the Los Angeles community you grew up in and why Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC), low-income, and marginalized communities are
disproportionately affected by climate change?I grew up in South Central Los Angeles, which is



a sacrifice zone, meaning we don’t have the resources or the funding to fight against
corporations, industries, and people in power coming in and putting our communities at risk.
Black and Brown communities are literally having to go outside and breathe chemicals and
harmful toxins as well as be hit with the air and smoke pollution, heat waves, and all of these
other factors that, among other things, give our community members underlying health issues. In
sixth grade, I was affected by heart palpitations, irregular heartbeat, because of the air pollution
that ravages Los Angeles. The reason BIPOC communities are directly impacted by the climate
crisis is because we lack the power to stop corporations like the fossil fuel industry from coming
into our backyards. You will never see an oil well in an affluent community because, guess what?
They have the money, they have the resources, and that’s where the politicians usually live.What
is one piece of actionable advice you would give?A lot of us tend to forget community when
we’re doing activism; working with our communities, literally seeing what our communities need,
the issues that our communities are facing. Any mutual aid that is happening within our
communities, like supporting and raising funds for those issues, can really make a huge impact.
You can then take it a step further by calling your elected officials and start talking about, “Hey,
these are the issues that we’re facing. You need to start implementing these solutions.” Or even
coming up with solutions and pitching them yourself. Calling your elected officials, coming up
with your own solutions, working with your community, and mutual aid with organizations that are
doing amazing work on the ground is where I would begin.What instills hope in you?All of the
young people who are working intergenerationally and intersectionally, that instills hope in me.
We’re beginning to understand that we’re not the leaders of tomorrow; we’re the leaders,
activists, and solutionists of today. We’re really bringing the change that we want to see into
reality. We’re not waiting around for people to do it; we’re doing it now.NATURE’S SYSTEMS
AND HOW THEIR HEALTH AFFECTS OUR HEALTHWe are deeply interwoven with all the
varying ecosystems that make up our planet. Their health is our health.OCEAN HEALTH IS OUR
HEALTHI have a deep love for the ocean; I am humbled by its beauty and force. Ocean health is
the topic that brought me into the climate movement, and just like the ocean, this topic is
complex, dark, and mysterious. So much happens at sea that we don’t see—from the
unimaginable beauty of the deep-sea floor (a lot of which has never been seen by the human
eye) to the heartbreaking slave trade that is happening on some fishing boats. On the research
trips I took with Greenpeace in the Gulf of Mexico, the Biscayne Bay in Miami, and on the river
Wye, we trawled for microplastics and found them in every single sample we collected. This
made the abstract personal. It confirmed to me that our actions and the health of the planet are
inextricably linked.We often talk about our atmosphere being irreversibly damaged by
greenhouse gas emissions, but we talk less about the fact that our oceans are also absorbing
these emissions and warming temperatures. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), a staggering 93.4 percent of global warming is absorbed by the ocean
as opposed to 2.4 percent by the atmosphere. This rise in temperature changes the chemistry of
the oceans and disrupts marine ecosystems that provide people with food and the oxygen we



breathe. At least 50 to 80 percent of the air we breathe has been produced by plants in our
oceans, according to the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and
these same plants sequester carbon dioxide, too. The ocean is both Earth’s thermostat and its
windows. Without its ability to regulate our climate and feed us with oxygen and nutrients, we
would be lost. An unhealthy ocean means unhealthy humans.The key issues facing our oceans
are:Climate changeThe ocean absorbs greenhouse gas emissions, which increase its
temperature, disrupting marine life.Ocean acidification is happening as the ocean’s pH is
dropping to the point where life within it is struggling to stay alive.Coral reefs are dying due to
these changing temperatures, destroying habitats for marine life and degrading the health and
biodiversity of the ocean.Plastic pollution
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Sirena, “Beautifully done.. Such important writing. Beautifully written, practical, inspiring. Will be
giving as gifts to family.”

bcf, “Offers good advice. This book was for my son in his birthday, Earth Day. It is organized,
Saturday, offers recipes and ideas on how to do our job to help save the only planet we know.
We all need to do our little bit to make a big impact”

JW, “Gently shares ways to make a difference in our environment.. I enjoyed this book because it
is a gentle reminder of steps we can take to make a difference in our environment, community,
home, and the world. It isn't judgmental, blaming, or intimidating, it is simple things that we can
do to begin to think about what we bring into our homes, the impact, and even has some
wonderful recipes to try. It makes us aware of things that many haven't thought about, we don't
have to give up our way of life, but to make some changes. That I can do and while reading the
book, I looked around my rooms and saw things I hadn't seen or thought about, and it made me
begin to take some steps to make some changes.Go Gently is a book that doesn't put you on
the defense at the beginning, it opens your eyes, brain, and heart, so you are letting the
information in.I received an ARC from William Morrow, Mariner Books through NetGalley.”

anndrea burns, “Lovely and smart. What a lovely, easy-to-understand, common sense, insightful
book to help us make better choices to keep the world cleaner and less toxic. I took lots of notes
and appreciated the manner in which this valuable information was conveyed. I love the idea of
taking a couple of ideas from this book and implementing them instead of feeling overwhelmed
and giving up before you even start. It is a lovely, smart book that everyone will get something
out of. Thanks to Harvest Books for the advanced copy. Loved it.”

CS, “Begin your sustainability journey with this book. Go Gently by Bonnie Wright leads the
reader gently through the basics of leading a more sustainable life without the guilt or
expectation that we can do “all the things”. The author allows us grace as we explore and begin
the process of leading a greener life.The book is an easy read, divided into manageable bites or
chapters. I was please to confirm that I had some knowledge of the subject and surprised to
discover some information that startled me. For instance, I had no idea that my unruly archive of
email and electronically filed information could have an impact on the planet or that washing
clothing constructed on man made fiber could release microscopic particles capable of harming
our oceans. (I voluntarily reviewed an advance reader copy and all opinions are my own.). I
highly recommend this book as a guide for beginning your sustainability journey.”

BucolicBook, “wonderful guide to help reduce your footprint. Gentle, indeed. There is no
judgment here, no preaching, just kindness, and easy to adopt suggestions for making personal



changes. We and our planet can only benefit from making these changes - Bonnie Wright shows
with compassion and ease how to implement these.I enjoyed this one a lot and plan on buying a
physical copy for our bookshelf.Recommended.eARC kindly provided by Mariner Books, William
Morrow and NetGalley. Opinions shared are my own.”

Amelia Gilliland, “A wonderful resource!. Go Gently offers do-able and straightforward steps we
can take to reduce our impact on the environment. As someone who truly believes the best
approach to make a difference is on a very small, local scale, this book puts some fundamental
tangible ideas into our hands. If we each commit to making some minor changes, little by little
will add up.The book is organized by moving through every room in her house, assessing
products and some alternatives that are more environmentally friendly. This book is filled with
great ideas. If you want to start going gently, this is an excellent resource.”

mDav, “Find your "why" with this read!. Confession: I geeked out a bit when the publisher of _Go
Gently_ reached out to me to review a copy. I mean, a) that's always flattering, regardless of
book, and b) it's Bonnie flipping Wright! Ginny Weasley! (She must get that a lot. Sorry, Bonnie, I
know you are your own person and just played Ginny on screen. But really, how amazing was it?
#TeamHarry&Ginny)I'll admit I also had some underlying expectations about this book. That it
might reference Harry Potter (it did, in passing). That it would likely have a number of hot-button
buzz words (it did), and feature interviews with folks more ... left-leaning than I am, and all that
goes with that (it did). That Wright and I likely approach issues around said hot buttons very
differently (we do). And yet, there was also a fair bit of overlap, and I was grateful to find that
common ground.For starters, I loved the concept of committing to an issue we feel connected to
and inspired by. Finding one's "why" goes so far in doing anything truly well. And, the concept of
community solar programs is intriguing; being a renter myself who therefore can't implement
solar, I'd enjoy the ability to share in it!The chapter on food was probably my favorite. Partly
thanks to the pandemic, I'm eating at home way more; thanks to Centr (workout app created by
Chris Hemsworth), I'm eating way more fruits, vegetables, and clean/whole foods (and liking it).
The actionable steps in this chapter really hit home with me, whether shopping for produce at a
local farmers' market (mine is opening later this month, YAY), doing one large online order vs.
multiple smaller ones, or walking to a restaurant for takeout pick-up instead of delivery. (Plus, the
latter is a great way to get in more Fitbit steps. Ha!) Later chapters provide helpful solutions for
maximizing environmental impact.Showing up in person to events, versus limiting myself to
online materials, media, and books, is something I'm looking forward to as we (finally, maybe, I
hope?) move out of the pandemic.The inventory tables for at-home use are particularly helpful
and enjoyable (I like forms, and inventory, haha). And the travel and recipes sections--LOVE! I
also really appreciated Wright's sharing about her grandparents' generation and how many of
the ideas shared in the book aren't "new," but often stem out from those that went before us.3.5
stars/5; rounded up to 4.I received an eARC of the book from the publisher via NetGalley. All



opinions are my own.”

Alex E, “This book doesn’t go gently. This book is called go gently but its contents are far from
gentle. It is packed full of information, hints, tips, recipes, eco cleaning methods, well-being and
so much more. I only received it today and I can’t stop picking it up and flicking through - there
are so many things that I want to try. So much thought has gone into the language used in this
book - Bonnie is obviously very passionate about this subject as it comes across on her social
media platforms. I urge anyone who is eager to take steps towards behaviour change for the
health of our planet to buy a copy of this book - you will not be disappointed!! It’s so good I
immediately bought additional copies for friends and family.”

Caprice, “Must have!. Beautiful book by Bonnie, it is full of knowledge of how to nurture the
planet, interviews with experts, things to craft and cook to increase sustainability within the
home, and keep you fit and healthy. Aswell as tips on meditation, stretches, and shopping
sustainably. It's a Bible for living your best life.”

Rosie, “Brilliant book. A really engaging and practical guide - I’ve bookmarked lots of ideas to go
back to and have already tried out a recipe and a tip. Packed with loads of information and great
photos. I love that there is a section on enjoyment too.Would also make a brilliant gift.”

Ebook Library Kunde, “Ein Muss für alle, die sich mit dem Thema Nachhaltigkeit beschäftigen.
Ein sehr schönes Buch, das nicht nur zum nachdenken sondern auch nachmachen
anregt.Obwohl mein Englisch nach all den Jahren schon ein wenig eingerostet ist, konnte ich es
super lesen. Top!”

The book by Bonnie Wright has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 50 people have provided feedback.
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